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Press Release
JCM and the Credit Bank of Moscow Continue Fruitful Partnership
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (4 May, 2021) - JCM is happy to announce the continuation of their
longterm partnership with the Credit Bank of Moscow (MKB), one of the top ten banks in Russia.
Since 2017, MKB have utilised the DBV-500 Bill Validator and TBV-100 from JCM in their
operations for payment kiosks and deposit safes. JCM was originally selected three years ago
thanks to rigorous testing for quality and functionality, winning out against other competitors in
the automated cash transaction market.
Now, the continuation of this fruitful partnership comes as a result of JCM delivering robust and
reliable products at a very competitive price point, which is highly valued by the Credit Bank of
Moscow.
The DBV-500 bill validator offers an ultra-fast processing speed and state-of-the-art sensor, with
the universal design supporting most major currencies without any hardware modification. The
Transactional Bill Validator (TBV™) also has an impressive processing speed of just 1.7 seconds for
fixed width notes along with advanced counterfeit detection, which makes it ideal for self-pay
kiosks and banking operations. So it’s no surprise that MKB’s combination of these two solutions
has proved so successful within their automated operations.
The Credit Bank of Moscow has been one of the top ten banks in Russia and ranks 6th by assets.

About JCM Global
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of
offices, the company provides awardwinning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers,
printers, systems solutions, and more. Since 1955, JCM has built a reputation for service, support,
and integrity. The company’s spirit of innovation has resulted in pioneering components that have
earned multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in
the banking, gaming, kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries and continuously
optimizes customers’ cash management. Please visit jcmglobal.com for more information.

